
A soft fruit success

Berry Gardens is the UK’s leading berry and stone fruit 
production and marketing group with sales in 2010 of 
$297 million, a market share in excess of 40% during 
the UK season and a year round business supplying all 
of Britain’s leading retailers.

Key Features
– Sales order management
– Grower distribution management
– Assisted sales to grower availability allocation
– Real time web based grower interaction
– Grower web based entry of crop 
   availability
– Grower web based packing/picking 
   instructions
– Grower web based confirmation 
   of despatch
– Warehouse and Web Tesco ASN, M&S 
   RFID despatch
– Grower web based reporting
– Powerful planning of forecast matched 
   supply and demand
– Integrated warehouse management
– Integrated packhouse management
– Integrated packhouse traceability
– Powerful grower lot accounting
– Account sale/firm price agreed after 
   sale deals
– Powerful grower pool/levy/commission/
   charge recoveries
– Grower return by original product units 
   after packing
– Grower cost pooling
– Grower/Haulier self billing
– Powerful customer/grower/product 
   profitability statistics

Key Benefits
– Faster/cheaper product distribution
– Higher volumes at higher prices
– Lowers operating overheads
– More competitive sales prices
– Higher grower returns
– Trust in transparent returns
– Supplier base increases
– Long term market share gains

Technology
– Prophet Pr2 Client Applications
– Prophet Pr2 Mobile Hand Held Applications
– Prophet Pr2 Web Applications
– XML Electronic Data Interchange
– Crystal Reports
– Microsoft SQL Server
– Windows Server Family

Wholly owned by UK growers, the Berry Gardens proposition is unique 
in its sector, and its co-operative roots, allied with Prophet software,  
allow the company to promise honesty and openness in its dealings 
and deliver this to all stakeholders. 

Working on a firm purchase and commission basis, Berry Gardens 
provides services for packing (with its own extensive packhouse facility) 
and logistics (managing the hauliers used for distribution), requisites 
(managing the supply of growing and packaging materials) and technical 
horticultural advice.
       The co-operative has used Prophet software for more than 15 
years for all of the main business functions and invested in the very  
latest technology to ensure its continuing competitive advantage. Prophet 
plays a key role in minimizing the time it takes to allocate products  
normally in short supply at many farms in diverse locations to customers 
in national locations at the least cost, as well as tracking exactly which 
growers product has been shipped to which customer, what details  
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each day and fit that into the tapestry of grower outputs and requirements. 
The job was phone- and fax-based and we would typically begin at 
5.30am to give us a chance of bringing some order to proceedings  
by 9am.” 

One of the most tangible benefits of the software is that it has 
shaved several man-hours off the start of each working day. “It has 
completely changed the beginning of the day for us,” says Judge.  
“Now the key time for us is 7am to 9am, when we pull up all of the 
grower orders and supermarket orders and match them by variety, 
quantities and quality. 

“Supermarket orders can and do change and some customers can 
still be tinkering at 11am. We have a final deadline of midday with our 
hauliers for allocating pallet space, so we need the flexibility and accuracy 
the software gives us to make quick decisions and amendments.”

Allocation of product depends on many elements dovetailing and 
a flexible system is vital. “Apart from the pure numbers of what stock 
we have, there is a host of unavoidable human factors involved in our 
sales process,” says Judge. “I think it would be impossible to come up 
with a perfect allocation system, but Prophet has put the web-based 
availability system in place for growers. From March, our British growers 
are able to provide us with yearly, weekly, three-day and daily availability 
forecasts, and ideally we will have a 60% picture at least of the following 
day at the end of each working day.

“Our principal mission as a grower-owned co-op is to market all of 
our growers’ fruit. Whatever variety, quality, punnet or pack size they 
have available, we’ll find a home for it. Although the majority of our fruit 
goes to supermarket customers, we also have a dedicated team that 
sells into the wholesale markets, caterers and other outlets.

“The fact that we can now match the forecast with our sales order 
software has been a massive improvement to the business and gives us 

account for any loss through packing and what costs have to be  
allocated for marketing, distribution, packing and warehouse costs. 

Running a volume packing operation 
Berry Gardens operates its own packing operation for imported product 
and for UK growers who prefer to share the facility rather than have their 
own packhouse. Prophet provides the software to track the individual 
receipts through the packing process and onto the customer, with a full 
analysis of yield and costs, as well as the quality assurance software 
that tracks the products’ characteristics and suitability along the chain.

The company uses on-line radio data scanning throughout its  
warehouse operation and the software seamlessly integrates with the 
processing equipment running the packing lines for automated data 
capture. The very latest technology can automate much of the  
processing and packing, manages the receiving, put away and  
movements, the use of inventory when packing and the dispatch  
of products.

James Judge, Berry Gardens IT manager, says: “We only use 
Prophet in our own packhouse at Linton. It is a very high volume 
packhouse and we have increased its capacity by 100% this year, with 
additional refrigerated and CA storage space. We have seven packing 
lines at the moment and will have 10 lines when the next British season 
starts. It’s a very, very busy environment, but live scanning from the 
moment a product reaches the back door means the system knows 
exactly where product came from, where it needs to go and all the  
other information we need to capture throughout its journey through  
the packing and distribution process.”

Berry Gardens also makes extensive use of the Prophet internet-
based web applications for remote distribution, mostly for single- or 
multi-grower packhouses, allowing sites to operate real time. “Prophet’s 
web technology gives us tremendous flexibility, as  it replicates one 
server across multiple sites and provides a single solution that anyone 
can use on an operational level. The opportunity for growers to provide 
live information has transformed the way we do business, removed all of 
the ‘what if?’ scenarios and made the whole process far less reactive,” 
Judge says.

“Before we had the software to do this for us, our biggest logistical 
problem was knowing what we had and where it could go on any given 
day. We have 68 different grower locations and 120-130 customer 
depots that we deliver into and our role is to solve the logistical puzzle 

“Our principal mission as a grower-owned  
co-op is to market all of our growers’ fruit. 
Whatever variety, quality, punnet or pack size 
they have available, we’ll find a home for it.” 
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“Prophet’s web technology gives us tremendous fl exibility, 
as it replicates one server across multiple sites and provides 
a single solution that anyone can use on an operational level.
The opportunity for growers to provide live information has 
transformed the way we do business, removed all of the
‘what if?’ scenarios and made the whole process far 
less reactive.”                                                                                                                                                                                     James Judge
                                                                       IT Manager, Berry Gardens  

the best chance of optimizing returns. Because our growers’ businesses 
are entirely separate, we never know exactly what they end up with. We 
have agronomists around the country feeding back crop information to 
us on a daily basis. Because we have the forecast data in place, and 
can compare forecasts with in-the-fi eld reporting, there is less second-
guessing than there used to be and the paper trail has been reduced 
signifi cantly.”

Transparency
It is vital to Berry Gardens that it can show complete transparency to 
every grower. “Capturing every single cost in the chain and being able 
to show that accurately is very complex – I’d imagine we must be one 
of the more demanding users that Prophet has in terms of account 
sales processes,” Judge says. “We also pay growers very quickly – 
within 14 days, so the ability to rapidly track, collate and turnaround 
information with this level of transparency is one of our primary strengths. 
Any hold-up has a massive impact on our members businesses as cash 
fl ow is crucial to them during the season. Getting it right consistently 
gives us the confi dence when talking to existing or potential grower 
members that we can give them complete clarity on costs and returns.

“Capturing and collating exact costs is slightly easier for imported 
product, which we deal with on a fi rm purchase sale basis.. However, 
understanding the expected and actual supply chain costs on each 
delivery and the impact this has on lot profi tability is vitally important.  
“With the help of Pr2, we will also be looking far more closely at the 
profi tability or otherwise of each packhouse job in the next few months. 
We obviously know the labor and materials costs of any job to a large 
degree, but we want to drill down further into all the requisite parts of 
every process – who worked on what, when they took breaks, any 
machinery downtime, what packaging was consumed, etc… 

Leading edge
“Prophet is always at the leading edge of the development curve and 
continues to innovate and look 2-3 years ahead for its users. I think it’s 
a 50:50 relationship of give and take,” Judge says. 

“We’re probably a little bit off the curve at the moment in terms 
of optimizing our use of the Prophet software. Over the past couple 
of years Berry Gardens has returned to its roots of a business being 
owned 100% by the growers, but this restructuring has meant we’ve 
had to focus on areas other than systems and operations. However, 
now we can begin to concentrate on effi ciencies again, we will get back 
up to speed with Prophet and begin to fully use the functionality 
on offer to us.”

The restructuring period offered the opportunity to re-evaluate though. 
“We did a due diligence exercise last year and one of the questions 
we had to answer was whether we were using the right software. The 
answer was a resounding yes. Off the shelf, we might get 60% of what 
we need, but it’s the extra 40% that Prophet delivers that is critical to 
our operation. The additional industry-specifi c functionality allows us to 
serve our growers better and eventually to operate profi tably,” he says. 

A good example
“The Tesco ASN project is a good example. Tesco wants to know as 
soon as a lorry leaves any one of our packing sites, what’s on the 
lorry, an ID code for each pallet and where that product came from. 
Receiving that data allows them to match arrivals with expectations. 
For a centralized packing operation, that is relatively easy, but with 
around 30 sites around the country packing for local growers, what 
we are trying to achieve for the customer is magnifi ed.

“We sat down with Prophet and they developed a website that 
interfaced with their existing EDI solution and despite the complexity, 
we were the fi rst fresh produce company to be fully compliant with 
Tesco’s requirements. 

“Similarly, with M&S’s RFID demands, which involves 13 packhouses 
that had to install an RFID chip in every case that leaves by the end of 
September. Prophet has successfully managed all the back end data 
and will deliver third party logistics systems all the information they need 
with the minimal fuss caused to growers.” 
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